


BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
We have completed a survey of our market on 
May 16th 2018 and are here this evening to 
present our findings.

We walked to the auction market in Bargate 
Green and then walked to the Market Place.

In our survey we considered 
• the first impressions of the market • the first impressions of the market 
• the layout 
• the variety of stalls 
• accessibility for pedestrians
• surrounding shops and what Boston has to 
offer 

• tourist information, signs and maps for the 
market



BOSTON MARKET REVIEW

• Boston  has  been  an  important  market  town  in  England  for  centuries.

• We  were  the  biggest  traders  of  wool  and  other  products  to  Europe  

from  our  port, that  is  the  reason  we  have  a  lamb  and  mermaids  on  

our  coat  of  arms.

• We  think  this  is  a good  opportunity  for  the  market  to  reflect  our  

long  trading  history.

• When  we  have  thought  about  what  we  want  to  have  in  our  market  

we  have  considered tourists  and  our  town’s  occupants.
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• The area that has the auction market is a mix of different types of 
stalls, fresh fish, clothes, pet foods, fruit and vegetables, antiques and 
the auctioneers.

• It was difficult for us to get around to look at the items for sale. If we 
were using a wheelchair or walking sticks, or were pushing a pushchair 
we would have found it impossible and possibly dangerous to get 
between the items laid out on the floor.between the items laid out on the floor.

• The stalls were all different colours and some had canopies, others no 
canopies at all and there did not seem to be any theme, this made it 
look more like a car boot sale and not a part of the town market

• We could not see any signs directing us to the market in the main town 
square, or advertising the other types of goods for sale.
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Looking at the canopies over the stalls 
we think that we could use the colours 
of the Lincolnshire flag to make 
everything more attractive.

Tourists to our town would get the 
first impression that we are proud of 
our market and our county and they 
would know that we value our market 
because we have invested money in it 
to make it look fantastic



BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
• The main market has loads of large rubbish bins for the traders and these 
are dirty and are placed near the food stalls. We know that these stalls need 
to dispose of their rubbish and we are pleased that they do, but the bins do 
not look hygienic near the food.

• The pavement is quite even but we think that the curbs are not easy enough • The pavement is quite even but we think that the curbs are not easy enough 
to see and people might find this a danger. There are only a few ‘drop curbs’ 
so wheelchairs and pushchairs would find this a problem. Also people with 
shopping trolleys would have difficulties.

• With the buses and cars going through the town there is a danger to 
members of the public. If you are deaf then you would not hear the buses 
and you might think that the market is pedestrianised.
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• To get from the Bargate Auction Market to the Market Place the roads 
are busy. If you can’t move very quickly there is a high risk that you might 
have an accident. 

• If the market were pedestrianised then everyone would be safer and 
there would be room for more stalls and entertainment.

• We did see some bins for the public to use but these are also tatty and • We did see some bins for the public to use but these are also tatty and 
dirty. We think that there could be more bins around the town to 
encourage people to not drop litter.

• Increasing the seating areas in town would be good for everyone. There 
are only seats near the Boston Stump and the catering stall but this does 
not encourage market users to spend much time in the market and does not 
promote the town as a visitor attraction.
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• If you are visiting our town, how would you know that there is a market 
every Wednesday and Saturday? We feel that there is not enough 
advertising for our market and there are also not enough signs directing 
you to the two parts of the market.

• We have several historic buildings in our town and we were not able to see 
any advertising for these buildings apart from the Boston Stump. 

• We have little side streets and pathways full of shops but these are also 
not well advertised so visitors to our town could miss out on the range of 
shopping opportunities we have.

• When you get to the main market square there are several empty shops 
and this is not a good first impression of the town. There are tatty 
posters on the windows and the buildings need to be redecorated and 
made to look smart.
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We live in a multicultural town and we could show this in our market by 
having the advertising in several languages. It can be difficult for some 
shoppers to know what items are called if they are just learning English, this 
would help them and make them feel more welcome.

We have a well advertised Christmas market each year but our many local 
nationalities are not showing us traditions and customs from their countries. 
Many people travel to Europe for a ‘Traditional Christmas Market’ but we Many people travel to Europe for a ‘Traditional Christmas Market’ but we 
should encourage our local townspeople from different countries to bring 
their traditions and foods to us all. 

To generate more visitors and shoppers to our market we could expand the 
farmers market, encouraging local people selling their own products and 
produce. Having half stalls for rental is also an opportunity to reduce the 
cost of a stall, this would be attractive to a small trader.
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• The facilities in the town are run down. There are toilets in Oldrids and the local 

restaurants but we do not feel that is enough. How would a visitor to our town know 
where to find the toilets?

• With the historic buildings in our town we should encourage visitors to see the 
Boston Stump, The Guild Hall and Fydell House. Also inviting the Sibsey Trader Mill 
and Heckington Eight Sail windmill to have stalls at our themed market days to sell 
their produce.

• Our town theatre is also historic and we could make our town a venue to visit on • Our town theatre is also historic and we could make our town a venue to visit on 
Market days by joining with these organisations.

• Some of the stalls are not a good advertisement for our town. The VAPE 
advertising could encourage children to smoke and it is the first advert you see as 
you walk into the main town market

• Craft stalls are very popular and many local people are very creative, another event 
in the market calendar could be craft stalls with groups like the W.I. and Rotary.
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• Having seen the market on a school day we feel it was not very busy. 
There were not many stalls and there was a lot of wasted space in the 
market place. To encourage the growth of the market you could have 
theme events on particular dates in the year, for example, a children’s 
market inviting schools in the area to get involved.  

• Music events and entertainment in the market would encourage visitors to 
come into the town.  Lincolnshire Music Service and The Sam Newsom 
centre could be invited into the market. 
come into the town.  Lincolnshire Music Service and The Sam Newsom 
centre could be invited into the market. 

• Asking Boston College Catering department to have a ‘masterclass’ 
demonstration run by their students would help the students in their 
course and get people into the market. This would need to be advertised 
and could be a regular event in the town at the same time as the farmers 
market so that ‘foodie’ people are in the market.
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What do we want to see in our market?

Families are able to get everything they want from the market.

Toys, fashionable clothes for young people, books and equipment for school, 
technology and gaming, sports equipment, a variety of different foods and 

sweets. sweets. 

We need to get the whole community involved and include all age groups.

We also want our town as a tourist place to show how fantastic our 
community is. We must include all nationalities and get everyone to make 

Boston the best town to live in.
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IN CONCLUSION

Be proud of our market and show clear signage for Boston and its history and other 
retail opportunities. 
Offer more seating for the shoppers to make this more of a tourist town. 
Safety in the market, pedestrianisation and more space for stalls.
Turn Boston Market into a place for learning with a ‘masterclass’ cookery demonstration 
run by the students.
Offer half stalls for rental to reduce the cost of a stall to attract smaller traders and 
families.
No more multi-coloured canopies, Lincolnshire flag, be proud of our CountyNo more multi-coloured canopies, Lincolnshire flag, be proud of our County

Makeover the empty shops and redecorate the fascia's. 
Advertising in several languages in the market but control the bad advertising from 
VAPE.
Retail opportunities for a farmers market and other shops in the town.
Keep Boston litter free with more rubbish bins for the public and relocate the rubbish 
bins away from food stalls.
Entertainment and music for the enjoyment of the public.
Target new stall holders and hold a children’s market inviting all the local schools.
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Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this consultation. 

We look forward to seeing our market develop 
and become the heart of our town




